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BE WARNED! BLASPHEMIES!
THIS BOOK IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHRISTIANS!
IT CONTAINS BLASPHEMY, AND DOES SO PROUDLY.
THAT IS BECAUSE SOME OF THE PASSAGES MAY OFFEND DELICATE CHRISTIAN
SENSIBILITIES, AS THEY ARE, IN FACT, PURPOSEFULLY INTENDED TO DO.
SO, IF THE READER FEELS THAT THERE IS ANY CHANCE WHATSOEVER THAT HE
OR SHE MIGHT FIND THE CONTENT (CONSISTING OF THIRTY SIX INDIVIDUALLY
BLASPHEMOUS YET ABJECTLY TRUTHFUL QUOTES) OF THIS BOOK OFFENSIVE, THEN
THIS READER SHOULD NOT READ ANOTHER PAGE, AND INSTEAD, SEEK SOLACE IN
THIS BOOK IS INTENDED TO OFFEND ATHEISTS, WHICH, AS ANY CHRISTIAN THAT
HAS ACTUALLY READ* IT WILL SURELY AGREE, IS A VERY, VERY SATISFYING READ.
* - That is, any Christian that happens to actually read books, as most may read other things, but not actual books (their content).
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THE

CHRISTIAN STATE
by Chongo
MAY 2018

PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK

The purpose of this book is to showcase what the true values of a Christian state actually are, by
highlighting these values, as they are the expressed by Christians in America. But, Christian
values are fundamentally the same, in any country anywhere, that is, to indoctrinate others to
want what they want them to want. By showcasing the character of these values, as they are
expressed in America, they can be appreciated for the actual impact that they have upon the
real world, both in America and everywhere else, as well as the far-reaching impact that
they have had on this world after decades of effort and work, successfully indoctrinating most
Americans to indoctrinate their own children and family, and friends, and to great effect.
© Copyright 2018, Charles Victor Tucker III (Chongo)
All rights reserved.
No text whatsoever, in whole or in part, may be copied or reproduced.

Christian state - a world in which church and state are morphed into a single
incoherent nightmare, and from which there is no escape to any other
elsewhere, until either you, or the state, finally, at long last, die;
DEDICATION
This book is dedicated to the victims of the cruel policies of greedy, uncaring,
sponsors and promoters of any and all Christian political movements, specifically,
those that succeeded in America. But especially, it is dedicated to the memory of
my siblings, all younger, each of whom was their victim; which, in great part,
is why this author chooses to write about what he does and why his passion for
doing so runs as deeply as it does, as expressed in the bitterly harsh and what he
hopes are harmfully wounding words that he chooses as his tool. He seeks to
expose the genuine character of the treasonous evil behind the frail Christian veil,
because that is exactly what religious belief is and what it deserves in the face of
science. Indeed it deserves worse, because humankind itself deserves so much
more than petty, simple-minded, religious belief. It deserves freedom from enforced
ignorance (this being how Christianity always succeeds at its primary business of
owning everything that it can, but especially the mind, because that is their business).

THE

CHRISTIAN STATE
Force Christianity down people’s throats, along with the hypocritical
values that characterize Christian reality, and the wise will learn to hate it
fiercely, while the unwise, as is their tradition, will, as is their course, learn
nothing, except how to better submit to Christianity’s enforced will, which is
why all Christian states are what they are: nations serving the will of a wealthy,
ruling class, and to that end, interning or removing, as means to subjugate,
the wise, just as they do with the rest of the defiant who, instead of being
wise, are simply unlucky, because they were born to parents who were much
too far behind, for teaching what it was that their children would later have
to face, and these children, now grown but unprepared, owe even more, for
a fate that they did not choose, since all choice was removed long ago.
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THE CHRISTIAN STATE

The Christian state is a world where the inferior overwhelm the superior
in order to make what was originally a superior state, by a sheer forceof-numbers monopoly, afterward, inferior, fit only for the inferior and
their numbers alone. No one else fits, except, of course, a wealthy,
ruling over-class that owns everything for everyone. The new, ruling
inferior remain, who slowly, are then overwhelmed too, by those that
are more inferior still, in like fashion as the ruling superior were their
selves once overwhelmed, by a sheer-force-of-numbers monopoly,
until there are none who are left remaining to overwhelm, except those
who are yet more inferior still, until, of course, they too succeed, to
later then find their selves, like those preceding them, now failing, as
they too are yet overwhelmed as those before, although now far more
easily than their less inferior predecessors, who mistakenly allowed
their reason to be overwhelmed, by short-sighted, immediate want.
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THE CHRISTIAN STATE

Religious tolerance will, always and universally, hijack any secular
state that mistakenly permits secularist tolerance of religious liberty;
and thereby provides religion liberty to betray its very benefactor by
replacing secularism’s tolerance of religious liberty with the new
religious state’s absolute and universal intolerance of secular liberty;
which is always and universally permanent, as well, and afterward,
universally irrecoverable, especially in these modern times of automated
surveillance and analysis. Any secular state infected by religion to the
point of tolerating it can expect all of its secular liberties to be destined
for inevitable, and again, irrecoverably permanent, doom, because that
is the business of religion, possessing all, as has been the case since
religion began its intrusion into the political state: with the goal of owning
everything, but especially, all of the souls of those trapped within it.
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THE CHRISTIAN STATE

“[The Christian state is the best of all] ...stunning examples of
what always happens when a lesser, local, mediocre deity gets
lucky, hits the big time, and lesser, local, mediocre minions,
claiming to possess the gift of divine vision and special insight,
are then undeservingly empowered, laying claim to the whole of
natural truth, all for the sake of mindless greed, not to mention
out of what is clearly unmistakable and stark cowardice – but flatly
not love – as well, because, in their shallowness, they have
simply nothing else providing them a purpose or meaning to
what would be otherwise empty lives, except for that [alone].”
–ending lines in part four of Honour Thy Father, Foundations of Monotheism
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HOW TO ORDER
You can read the remaining thirty-two pages of
The Christian State (the bulk of the content) by
clicking on the appropriate link at either the
chongonation.org home page or at the
chongonation.org Library page, and ordering
a copy for $6.95 (plus packaging and shipping).
To go directly to the purchase page, click on the link below.
(If this does not work, you can use the address below and
paste it into the address bar to get to the purchase page.)

http://www.chongonation.org/ChristianState.htm
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PRINT WRITTEN BY
CHONGO ARE LISTED
BELOW

...click on any book in
the list below to go to a
page with a link to an
on-line PDF version of
that book (if available)
or a summary of its
contents, and how to
purchase it. Each of
those listed is available
for on-line purchase at
www.chongonation.org.
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A purely conceptual yet thorough description of the Theory of Relativity and the Theory of Quantum Mechanics
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Einstein’s Theory of Relativity in a purely conceptual description
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Life, the Multiverse, and Immortality
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Everlasting Life & Quantum Theory
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NO MATH

(Formerly, the Abridged Version of The Infinite Pattern)

A purely conceptual and very compact description of the Theory of Relativity and the Theory of Quantum Mechanics

CLOCKS ON A TRAIN, Relativity - The Pamphlet

Experiment Showing How Einstein’s Theory of Relativity Disproves the Big Bang as ‘Creation’

...religion
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A Story about God
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WHAT STUPIDITY BELIEVES
A Handbook about Thinking Republican
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...philosophy (series)

THE QUOTABLE CHONGO (Series)

Terse expression of fact, folly, and wisdom in a collection of works on multiple topics

A Handbook about Voting Republican

MONKEY IN THE MIRROR

A Story about Life

THIS BOOK IS INTENDED TO OFFEND… (multiple topics)
...outdoor humor & wisdom

COMPLETE BOOK OF BIG WALL CLIMBING
The most comprehensive big wall climbing, instruction manual in existence on Earth
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A Book about Wall Partners
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Big Wall Racking
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